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Donald J. Trump: Winner of NARAL’s Co-Founder Award!
“Hosea Initiative’s 2016 Bernard N. Nathanson, M.D. Life Award”

The Hosea Initiative Board of Directors is pleased to announce that we have selected Donald J. Trump as
the recipient of the 2016 Bernard N. Nathanson, M.D. Life Award.
Hosea Initiative founder, Terry Beatley, commented, “Dr. Nathanson, a Manhattan, New York doctor,
known as ‘America’s Abortion King’, deeply regretted exploiting young women, and unleashing the
assembly line slaughter of American children via legalized abortion. In 2009, I promised Dr.
Nathanson I’d deliver his personal parting message to America. What I did not know when making
that promise was that another Manhattan man would help me. Donald Trump has spoken up for
those most vulnerable – babies, and stood firm against an industry that is rooted in lies and
manipulation. I am pleased to honor Mr. Trump with Hosea Initiative’s highest award.”
In 1969, Dr. Bernard Nathanson co-founded NARAL [National Association for the Repeal of Abortion
Laws] and he admitted to executing an 8-point propaganda campaign which paved the way for the
fraudulent Roe v Wade United States Supreme Court decision.
Because Donald Trump has committed to:
•   protecting the Hyde Amendment so taxpayers will not be forced to pay for abortion,
•   defunding Planned Parenthood as long as it is providing abortions,
•   speaking boldly against the barbaric practice of partial-birth abortion and its defenders,
•   appointing justices who will reverse Roe and return the issue to the states, and
•   overturning the Johnson Amendment which has prevented pastors from speaking up on matters of
politics,
Hosea Initiative has chosen to honor Mr. Trump with the 2016 Bernard N. Nathanson, M.D. Life
Award. Ceremony date to be announced.
Terry Beatley is founder of Hosea Initiative and author of What If We’ve Been Wrong? Keeping my
promise to America’s ‘Abortion King’ which is available at www.abortionking.com. To schedule an
interview with Terry, contact her at (804) 436-6877. Terry@Hosea4You.org	
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